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How to get the right class of an object in EmberJS I have
a weird situation here. First of all, I have a component
called 'components.toolbar' that provides some common
functionality. In this component I want to change the
title depending on the state. I'm doing it like this:
if(this.get('item.state') === state) this.set('title',
item.name); The issue here is that this will not recognize
that item is not an Object. That means if I send a string
instead of an object (item.state instead of item.state), I
will get an error. How can I get the right object in this
case? I know that I can do it like: if(this.get('item')
instanceof ToolbarItem) this.set('title', item.name); but
this will only work for one object. What can I do to solve
this with EmberJS? A: That means if I send a string
instead of an object (item.state instead of item.state), I
will get an error. No, because object is correctly treated
as an object, and you are checking that the object's type
is equal to a string. You may want to check item instead,
but anyway this will not cause errors. How can I get the
right object in this case? Sometimes it is enough to
inspect its type and convert it to a different value. if
(this.get('item') instanceof ToolbarItem) { this.set('title',
Ember.String.create({ value: item.name, type: typeof
item.name })[typeof item.name]); } Recent Blog Posts A
New Reality by Laura M. My Heart's Desire " _... that I
might make thee strong with might, and fainthearted
with fear..." (Isaiah 54:9 NIV) How much of our energy
is taken up with fear? How much of our time is given



over to the pursuit of financial and material wealth?
How much of our energy goes into the pursuit of power?
I just asked myself these questions this morning while
reading Isaiah's words. How strong would I be
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